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CARLTON, J., FOR THE COURT:

¶1. Anthony Newson appeals an order by the Lamar County Chancery Court disposing

of the parties’ assets and liabilities.  Anthony raises several issues on appeal, including

whether the chancellor erred by awarding attorney’s fees to Lori Newson.  We find the order

upon which Anthony bases his appeal to be interlocutory, however, since the order fails to

constitute a final judgment, reflecting final adjudication of all claims before the chancery

court, and the judgment was not certified as a “final judgment” pursuant to Rule 54(b) of the

Mississippi Rules of Civil Procedure.  Therefore, we must dismiss the appeal for lack of
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jurisdiction.  We remand the matter to the Lamar County Chancery Court for determination

of the issues still pending below.

FACTS

¶2. Anthony and Lori were married on June 8, 1984, and separated on August 20, 2008.

On May 19, 2011, the chancellor entered a judgment of divorce, granting Lori a divorce on

the ground of adultery.  Because Anthony’s attorney had notified the chancellor on the day

of trial that Anthony had filed for bankruptcy, the chancellor reserved ruling on all issues

relating to spousal support and alimony, as well as issues pertaining to division of any marital

assets and liabilities, until he had received further information from the bankruptcy court. 

¶3. In an order entered March 21, 2012, the chancellor stated that the bankruptcy trustee

had informed him of the dismissal of the bankruptcy proceedings.  In another order entered

August 6, 2012, the chancellor noted that the parties had reached an agreement to partially

distribute their assets and liabilities.  The chancellor stated that any remaining issues as to

“the responsibility of the indebtedness of the respective parties, spousal support/alimony,

attorney’s fees[,] and/or costs owed by the parties” would be reserved until the final hearing.

¶4. On October 23, 2012, the chancellor entered a “final” order disposing of the parties’

assets and liabilities.  The chancellor found that Anthony had not made a single payment

toward his spousal-support obligation and that the only money Lori had received was

$5,903.01 garnished from Anthony’s wages and $4,428 from the bankruptcy trustee

following the dismissal of Anthony’s bankruptcy proceeding.  Therefore, the chancellor

found that Anthony still owed $64,668.99 in spousal support and that he was in contempt of

court for his failure to pay.  The chancellor also awarded Lori $1,200 a month in periodic
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alimony.  Finally, the chancellor stated that the record would remain open to allow Lori’s

attorney to present an itemized statement of attorney’s fees and that he would then determine

whether the fees would be awarded under the factors set forth in McKee v. McKee, 418 So.

2d 764, 767 (Miss. 1982).

¶5. On January 10, 2013, the chancellor entered an order in response to Anthony’s motion

to reconsider and set aside the order disposing of the parties’ assets and liabilities.  The

chancellor found that Anthony’s motion did not “set forth any specific issue upon which the

[c]ourt allegedly erred nor any other grounds as a basis of said Motion and[,] accordingly,

said Motion for Reconsideration and to Set Aside Judgment is not well taken and is hereby

denied.”  Anthony now appeals the chancellor’s order and raises several issues.  However,

before considering any of Anthony’s arguments, we must determine whether this Court has

jurisdiction over his appeal.

DISCUSSION

¶6. “Jurisdictional matters are questions of law, which we review de novo.”  Maurer v.

Boyd, 111 So. 3d 690, 693 (¶10) (Miss. Ct. App. 2013) (citation omitted).  “Though neither

party raises the finality and appealability of the [chancellor’s purportedly] final order

[disposing of the parties’ assets and liabilities], before addressing the merits [of this appeal,]

we must consider the threshold issue of jurisdiction.”  Thompson v. True Temper Sports Inc.,

74 So. 3d 936, 938 (¶6) (Miss. Ct. App. 2011) (citation omitted).  “Generally, only final

judgments are appealable.”  Walters v. Walters, 956 So. 2d 1050, 1053 (¶8) (Miss. Ct. App.

2007) (citation omitted).  “A final, appealable[] judgment is one that adjudicates the merits

of the controversy which settles all issues as to all the parties and requires no further action
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by the [trial] court.”  Id. (citation and internal quotation marks omitted).  “When all the issues

in a case or claims against all the parties are not resolved in a judgment, no appeal of right

can be taken.”  Thompson, 74 So. 3d at 938 (¶6) (citation omitted).  

¶7. Rule 54(b) provides the following:

When more than one claim for relief is presented in an action . . . or when

multiple parties are involved, the court may direct the entry of a final judgment

as to one or more but fewer than all of the claims or parties only upon an

expressed determination that there is no just reason for delay and upon an

expressed direction for the entry of the judgment.  In the absence of such

determination and direction, any order or other form of decision, however

designated[,] which adjudicates fewer than all of the claims or the rights and

liabilities of fewer than all the parties[,] shall not terminate the action as to any

of the claims or parties[,] and the order or other form of decision is subject to

revision at any time before the entry of judgment adjudicating all the claims

and the rights and liabilities of all the parties.

“If the court chooses to enter such a final order, it must do so in a definite, unmistakable

manner.”  M.R.C.P. 54 cmt.  “Absent a certification under Rule 54(b), any order in a

multiple[-]party or multiple[-]claim action, even if it appears to adjudicate a separable

portion of the controversy, is interlocutory.”  M.R.C.P. 54 cmt.

¶8. Anthony argues on appeal that the chancellor erred by awarding attorney’s fees to

Lori.  However, the record contains no order by the chancellor awarding such fees to Lori.

As reflected in the record, Lori filed three separate petitions for citation of contempt against

Anthony prior to the judgment of divorce.  In each petition, Lori requested all reasonable

attorney’s fees incurred in bringing the action.  Based upon the proof Lori’s attorney

presented, the chancellor found that Lori incurred the following attorney’s fees in connection

with the contempt actions:  $671.71 for the first petition; $692.66 for the second petition; and

$600 for the third petition.  See Miss. Code Ann. § 93-5-23 (Rev. 2013) (providing the



 The record reflects that the chancellor’s “final order” is not entitled “final judgment”1

and lacks Rule 54(b)’s certification language.

 See also Wilton Acquisitions Corp. v. First Methodist Church of Biloxi, Miss., 852

So. 3d 319, 324 (¶12) (Miss. Ct. App. 2012) (finding no final, appealable order where the
chancellor certified his order under Rule 54(b) but reserved ruling on an award of attorney’s
fees).
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chancellor with discretion to award attorney’s fees, if need be, in a divorce proceeding).  

¶9. As previously noted, however, following the parties’ divorce, the chancellor entered

an order on  August 6, 2012, in which he reserved ruling on several issues remaining between

the parties, including new attorney’s fees incurred, until the final hearing.  Then, in his “final

order”  disposing of the parties’ assets and liabilities, the chancellor specifically stated that1

“the record shall remain open so as to allow [Lori’s attorney] to present an itemized

statement for her attorney’s fees[,] which shall be marked as the final exhibit in the record

upon presentation of said bill.”  The chancellor further stated that he would determine

whether to award attorney’s fees after considering the factors set forth in McKee. 

¶10. Because the chancellor has not yet adjudicated the issue of attorney’s fees, we find

that the order Anthony appeals from, though titled a “final order,” is not a final, appealable

judgment pursuant to Rule 54(b).   In addition, though an exception exists to the final-2

judgment rule, it fails to apply in this case because the chancellor neither gave an expressed

direction for “the entry of a final judgment as to one or more but fewer than all of the claims”

nor an “expressed determination that there [was] no just reason for delay.”  M.R.C.P. 54(b).

¶11. Without an “unmistakable indication that the [chancellor] intended to grant a final[,]

appealable judgment[,] . . . [the order Anthony] attempts to appeal is interlocutory.”

Thompson, 74 So. 3d at 939 (¶10) (citing M.R.C.P. 54(b) & cmt.).  Interlocutory orders are



 See Wilton Acquisitions Corp., 85 So. 3d at 324 (¶12).3
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not appealable unless the Mississippi Supreme Court grants permission to appeal under Rule

5 of the Mississippi Rules of Appellate Procedure.  Thompson, 74 So. 3d at 939 (¶11);

Maurer, 111 So. 3d at 693 (¶13).  Because Anthony neither sought nor obtained permission

under Rule 5 to appeal the chancellor’s interlocutory order, and because the issue of

attorney’s fees remained pending before the chancellor, we must dismiss this appeal for lack

of jurisdiction and remand the case for determination of the remaining issues between the

parties.3

¶12. THIS APPEAL IS DISMISSED FOR LACK OF JURISDICTION.  ALL COSTS

OF THIS APPEAL ARE ASSESSED TO THE APPELLANT.

LEE, C.J., IRVING, P.J., BARNES, ISHEE, MAXWELL AND JAMES, JJ.,

CONCUR.  GRIFFIS, P.J., DISSENTS WITH SEPARATE WRITTEN OPINION,

JOINED BY ROBERTS AND FAIR, JJ.

GRIFFIS, P.J., DISSENTING:

¶13. I disagree with the majority’s decision to dismiss this case for lack of jurisdiction.

Because I consider the judgment to be final and appealable, I would address the merits of this

appeal.  I therefore respectfully dissent.

¶14. The majority finds that the chancellor's "Final Order Disposing of Assets and

Liabilities," dated October 23, 2012, was not a final judgment because the issue of attorney’s

fees had not been decided.  In paragraph 6, the chancellor ruled:

The Court further finds that the record shall remain open for Lori Lynn

Newson to present an itemized statement for her attorney's fees which shall be

marked as the final exhibit in the record upon presentation of said bill[;] the

Court will determine whether attorney[’s] fees will be awarded taking into

consideration the facts set forth in McKee.



  However, the clerk's docket does not include a separate entry on September 26 to4

indicate that this letter was in fact filed.
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¶15. I am of the opinion that Lori has abandoned her claim for attorney’s fees.  She did not

bring the matter to the attention to the chancellor in a timely manner.  Her failure to bring the

issue of attorney’s fees to the chancellor’s attention should not allow her to delay Anthony’s

appeal.   

¶16. This case was heard by the chancellor over several days: April 14, 2010; August 16,

2010; April 5, 2011; and September 11, 2012.  At the September 11, 2012 hearing, the

following exchange occurred:

Lori’s Counsel: And then also I would like to reserve the right to submit

my attorney’s fees to the Court for consideration based

on my time that has accrued since our last contempt

order.  

Court: You may need to do that . . . .  What I’ll do is leave the

record open and allow you to make that as your final

exhibit . . . . 

¶17. The record includes a letter, dated September 24, 2012, from Lori's counsel that is

addressed to Lori.  This letter contains an itemization of attorney’s fees and expenses

incurred, and the total amount is $6,642.19.  The exhibit sticker indicates that it was

"submitted 9/26/12."  4

¶18. Thereafter, on October 23, 2012, the chancellor entered the "Final Order Disposing

of Assets and Liabilities."  It was prepared and submitted by Lori’s counsel, and it did not

include a ruling on attorney’s fees even though the information had been submitted to the

chancellor.  Certainly, when the order was submitted, counsel could have included a blank

for the chancellor to award attorney’s fees.  Instead, the order submitted did not address
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attorney’s fees except to leave the record open. 

¶19. Under Mississippi Rule of Civil Procedure 59(e), Lori should have filed a motion to

alter or amend the judgment, which must have been filed within ten days.  Lori did not.  As

a result, I would find that she abandoned this claim because she failed to present it to the

chancellor in a timely and proper manner.  

¶20. In addition, after the October 23, 2012 order, this matter came before the chancellor

on two different matters, and neither time did Lori’s counsel ask the chancellor to decide the

issue of attorney’s fees.  On October 31, 2012, Lori filed a petition to authorize the clerk to

execute a quitclaim deed.  The next day, Anthony filed a motion for reconsideration and to

set aside the judgment.  Then, on November 8, 2012, the chancellor executed an order that

authorized the clerk to execute a quitclaim deed.  Later, on December 10, 2012, Lori filed

her response to the motion for reconsideration and to set aside the judgment.  Lori did not

bring the issue of attorney’s fees to the chancellor’s attention during any of these

opportunities.

¶21. On January 10, 2013, the chancellor held a hearing and entered an order that denied

the motion for reconsideration and to set aside the judgment.  There is no transcript of that

hearing.  However, at that point, it appeared that this litigation was concluded before the

chancellor.  There was nothing in the order denying the motion for reconsideration to indicate

that Lori presented her attorney’s fee request to the chancellor.  On February 6, 2013,

Anthony served his notice of appeal.

¶22. I find that Lori abandoned her claim for attorney’s fees when she failed to file a Rule

59(e) motion that requested an award of attorney’s fees within ten days of the October 23,
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2012 order.  I am of the opinion that this court has jurisdiction of the appeal and should

consider the merits of the appeal, based on the judgment entered.  I would not remand this

case and give Lori a second bite at the apple to receive an award of attorney's fees.  

¶23. In addition, I am concerned that the majority's ruling would allow Lori, the prevailing

party before the chancellor and the appellee, to control when Anthony, the losing party

before the chancellor and the appellant, may be able to pursue an appeal.  Such should not

be the case.  

¶24. Finally, I am concerned with the manner in which the chancellor allowed the issue to

be considered.  The chancellor declared “that the record shall remain open” for a party to file

evidence.  That is not how courts in this state should admit evidence.  Evidence must be

admitted under the Mississippi Rules of Evidence.  There is no rule that allows what the

chancellor attempted to do here.  

¶25. Lori could have presented her itemized statement of attorney’s fees through either her

testimony or the testimony of her counsel.  Next, she could have asked the chancellor to

recess the hearing and continue it to another date to allow the presentation of evidence of

attorney’s fees.  Finally, Lori could have filed a motion to alter or amend the judgment under

Rule 59(e), which requires the motion be filed within ten days.  She did none of these three.

¶26. There is simply no legal authority for the chancellor to do what he tried to do here.

Even without Anthony’s objection at trial, I will not agree to sanction such action that

amends the rules of evidence by case decision.

ROBERTS AND FAIR, JJ., JOIN THIS OPINION.
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